Utilization of the Natural Rubber for Pipe Rehabilitation Construction in Urban Area
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Extended Abstract

A water distribution network is one of the key basic infrastructure systems which is used to serve the population sufficient quantity of good quality water [1]. Due to Infrastructure development and urban growth, most of pipe rehabilitation areas and old pipe line systems are affected by other infrastructure systems such as electrical lines, pedestrian overpass structure, drainage systems and other substructures [2]. The changing of environment such as construction nearby pipeline, flooding, transportation management etc. are important factors for the pipe failures and buffer zone. Especially, the record shows that problems of buffer areas have more affected to fracture leakage and water losses than other factors in the Nontha Buri service area. Normally, the failures causes can provide to 1) potential of pipe materials, 2) water supply operations system and 3) external forces.

The problem of buffer zone is a predominant factor causing the pipe failures from external forces. Several of unexpected forces from surroundings can be directly transfer to pipe surface due to the problems of buffer zone cannot decrease the pressure distribution on the pipe. The improvement of buffer zone is an important factor for pipe failures reduction. The physical properties of standard and natural materials were considered to be essential for the buffer zone in order to repair and decrease the pipe leakages. The force absorption and flexibility of material are important properties for buffer zone improvement, pipe rehabilitation, and the solutions of the old pipe repairing.

This paper aims to study the usage of natural rubber called Standard Thai Rubber (STR) in reducing the stress distribution affecting the pipeline. Three types of STR were used in this study; which are STR 5, STR 10, and STR CV. STR CV has been adjusted the Constant Viscosity Rubber (CV) with a Hydroxylamine hydrochloride content of 0.15% by weight. The simulation model of STR plate shows that the stress was reduced in both vertical and horizontal stress distribution for the case studies by a factor of around 3 and 4 times of normally repairing techniques respectively, of which STR CV produce the best performance.

At the observation period, water loss has been reduced around 1.5% or 86,000 m³ per month of Billed Authorized Consumption. The natural rubber product from agriculture that has not been industrially manufactured has a good efficiency potential to be used for decreasing the stress distribution in buffer zone of pipe rehabilitation.
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